
FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 

2018-19 AAS DEGREE COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2019.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,399 (min. wage ($8.46) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.
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Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and Heating Systems Technology

**** 78% **** 78% $**,*** **** 43% **** 33% **** **** 75%****0615050100

Automotive Service Management Technology

50 74% 47 69% $37,548 28 56% **** ***% 46 32 70%680615080300

Diving Business and Technology

**** 40% **** 20% $**,*** **** 50% **** 20% **** **** 100%****0249030400

Electrical Distribution Technology

**** 100% **** 86% $**,*** **** 71% - 0% **** **** 83%****0646030104

Marine Engineering, Management & Seamanship

15 75% 10 50% $42,268 **** ***% **** ***% 15 **** ***%200647060500

109 81 74% 71 65% $39,024 42 52% 16 15% 77 53 69%Totals:
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